BEFORE THE MAINE STATE BOARD OF NURSING

IN THE MATTER OF LICENSE NO. 
RN35969 ISSUED TO: 
Susan A. Arbuckle-Keith 
ORDER TERMINATING PROBATION 
To practice registered professional nursing in the State of Maine 
------------------------------------------------------------

WHEREAS, on October 24, 2012, License No. RN35969 issued to Susan A. Arbuckle-Keith was placed on "probation" pursuant to 32 M.R.S.A. Section 2105-A (1-A); and

WHEREAS, on June 8, 2016, the Board of Nursing duly considered all evidence presented to it concerning Susan A. Arbuckle-Keith’s compliance with the conditions of said probation; and

WHEREAS, the Board found that Susan A. Arbuckle-Keith has completed all of the Order;

NOW, THEREFORE, it is ordered that the Order of Probation executed on October 24, 2012 is hereby terminated.

DATED this 13th day of June 2016.
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